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Abstract. Alternating finite automata on o-words are introduced as an extension of nondeterminis- 
tic finite automata which process infinite sequences of symbols. The classes of w-languages defined 
by alternating finite automata are investigated and characterized under four types of acceptance 
conditions. It is shown that for one type of acceptance condition alternation increases the power 
in comparkon with nondeterminism and for other three acceptance conditions nondeterministic 
finik auiar,ldta on w-words have the same power as alternating ones. 
1. Introduction 
An o-word is an infinite sequence of symbols of finite kinds and various types 
of automata which process o-words have been investigated [ 1,3-71. In particular, 
nondeterministic and deterministic finite automata on w-words have been extensively 
studied through a variety of acceptances and the corresponding u-language classes 
have been precisely determined [1,8-l I, 13-191. It is known, in contrast with the 
case of finite length words, that for some acceptance condition nondeterministic 
finite automata define a larger class of o-languages than deterministic ones. The 
reader is suggested to look up the table in [19] for details. As an extended notion 
of nondeterminism, alternation has been introduced and many kinds of alternating 
automata have been studied in relation to the complexity theory [2, 121. It has been 
shown that alternating finite automata on finite length words accept only regular 
languages, whether they have one-way input heads or two-way input heads [2,12]. 
Alternation can be also introduced to finite automata on w-words. When finite 
automata are viewed as a method of describing the sets of W-words, alternation has 
a benefit that it makes the descriptions easy and simple. The purpose of this paper 
is to investigate how alternation affects the recognition power of o-languages by 
finite automata in comparison with nondeterministic ones. We consider four basic 
o-word acceptances including ones introduced in [I, 131. 
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2. Preliminaries 
Let g be a finite alphabet. We denote by 2” the set of all infinite sequences over 
2. Elements in C” are called W-rzlords and a subset L of C” is called an o-lurtguage. 
Definition 2.1. An alternatingjinite automaton (abbreviated afa) is a sextuple M = 
(QJ, S, A, yo, S), where: 
(1) (i is a finite set of states and j is a mapping .f: Q + {and, or}. If *f(q) = and 
(resp. or), q is called a universal state (resp. existential state). 
(2) c is a finite alphabet. 
(3) A is a subset of Q x C x Q such that the set A(q, a) = {p 1 (q, a, p) is in J) is 
not empty for any q in Q and any a in Z. Elements in il are called transitions. 
(4) q,) is a state in Q called the initial state. 
(5) .F is a family of subsets of Q. For F in 3, F is called a . /inn1 set and elements 
in F are called jinal states. If ;JfT consists of a single final set, then we say that M 
is simple. 
Definitbn 2.2. A nondeterministkfinite automaton (abbreviated rrjk) is an altewating 
finite automaton whose states are all existential states and we omit the function j’ 
from notation. A deterllli)listiC.finite automaton (abbreviated llfb) is an t!fir with the 
property that )J(q, a)1 = I for each q in Q and each a in JC. 
Definition 2.3. Let s = .Y,.Y~.x~ . . . be in Y’, where s,, is in 2 for 11 2 I . A coryutation 
tree T( .&I, A-) of M 011 s is an infinite labelled tree satisfying the following conditions: 
( I) T( M, s) has no leaf. 
(2) The nodes are labelled with the elements in Q. In particular, the root of 
T( A/I, .v’) is labelled with y,, . 
(3) For each n 2 1, the edges between level 11 and level 11 + I ctre labelled with s,,. 
(4) If’ node L! in level 11 is labelled with a universal state q, then L’ has a child 
labelled with p for each p in J(q, x,,). 
(5) If’ node c in level n is labelled with an existential state q, then ~1 has exactly 
one child labellcd with p for some p in J(q, s,,). 
Remark. For nondeterministic finite automata, a computation tree is an infinite path. 
Definition 2.4. An infinite path CY in T(M, s) beginning at the root is called a rtw 
in T( Rf, s). For a run N, we define 
( I) I(a) = {q i state q occurs in (2 infinitely many times}, 
(2) O(a) = {q 1 state q occurs in a}. 
Definition 2.5. For &in alternating finite automaton M = (QJ C, J, qo, 5) and s in 
2’“’ . we say that M accepts _Y in the sense of C, (i = 1, . . . ,4) if there exists a 
computation tree T( 111, .K) such that for each run (Y in T( M, A-), there exists F in 3 
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satisfying the condition C,, where 
We call T(A4, x) a.--~ accepting computation tree of M on x in the sense of Ci, 
respectively. For I -= I, . . . ,4, we denote by Li( M) the set of o-words accepted by 
M in the sense of C, and we say that M recognizes an u-language L in the sense 
of C, if L = L,(M). 
Definition 2.6. For i = 1, * . . ,4, we define 
(I) .d,={L,(M)I M is an afa), 
(2) sd: = { L,( M)I M is a simple <fal, 
(3) .V, = (L,(M) 1 M is ijn nfa), 
(4) 3‘; = { L,( M)i M is a simple nfal, 
(5 1 2, = { Li( M I 1 M is a d!pa}, 
(6) 9: = { L#)l M is a simple djh}. 
3. Overview of the classes concerned 
The classes 5’i and .,1; (i = 1, . . . ,4) have been characterized in terms of general 
topology and the representations of the o-languages in these classes have been 
obtained by applying several operations to regular languages. In the following 
sections we will determine the classes for alternating finite automata on w-words 
by establishing the relationship between .tii and ./V; for i = 1, . . . ,4. We will be 
concerned with the classes denoted by R, GR, FR, GF and F,!& which are defined 
as follows: 
(I) R: An o-language in R is of the form IJ:‘; l Ui l Vy for some regular languages 
U, and V,, where for U s Z* we define U’” = {~+y~. .  yn.. .Iyi is a nonempty word 
in U for j 2 I}. R is called the class of w-regular languages [ 141. 
(2) G’: An o-language in GR is of the form U- Y, where U is a regular 
language and 2‘ a finite alphabet. 
(3) FH: For a set Us& ‘, . F ’ 1( U) denotes the set (WI WE C* and MJ is an initial 
segment of some word in U}. An w-language in FH is described as C( U) = {x I x E Et0 
and each initial segment of s is in A( U)} for some regular language U. 
(4) F,:: An o-language 
languages Ui and VI. 
(5) Gc:: An o-language 
for some regular language 
segments of s. 
in F: is of the form Uy= I Uj l C( vi) for some regular 
L in G,” is written as L = {x I x E C”, A(x) A W is infinite} 
W s 2*, v#)lere A(x) 2 C* denotes the set of the initial 
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We summarize in Table 1 our new results together with the former results on 
deterministic and nondeterministic finite automata on w-words. For $ and N-9 we 1 
refer the reader to the table in [ 19, p. 1291. 
As shown in Table I, C, type acceptance separates the nondeterministic and , 
deterministic lasses and C, type acceptance separates the alternating and nondeter- 
ministic classes. On the other hand, no changes occur under C, and Cj type 
acceptances. 
Table 1 
3, G f? GR FR 
.5; R FE GR FR 
.I ‘4, R R GR FR 
4, Simple alternating finite automata 
It is known that a single final set is sufficient for nondeterministic and deterministic 
cases under all acceptance conditions Ci, i.e., GJi = 56; and A; = N’: for i = 1, . . . ,4 
[IT]. The purpose of this section is to show that the same fact holds for alternating 
finite automata on o-words. 
Theorem 4.1. ccii = d: fir i = 1, . . . ,4. 
Proof. Let A4 = (QJ 2, A, 90, 9). For each i = 1, . . . ,4 we construct a simple afa 
which recognizes the same w-language as M in the sense of C,. 
Case (i). Cl: Consider a simple afa M” = (Q, f, 2, A, qo, {F”}), where F” = 
(9 19 E F, FE S}. Let x be in C’” and let T( M, x) be a computation tree of M on 
X. T(M, x) is also a computation tree of M” on x Then observe that the following 
two statements are equivalent: 
(1) For each run cy in T(M, x) there exists an F in 9 such that I(a) 17 F Z 8. 
(2) For each run cy in T(M, x), I(a) n F’ # 8. 
Hence M and M’ recognize the same w-language in the sense of Cl l 
Case (ii). Cz: We define a simple afa M” = (Q", f’, -6, A”, 9iJ, {F”}) in the same 
way as in [ 17, Lemma 71: 
(1) Q’=={(y, $719~ Q, 3’ s 5, 9 is in F for each F in 9’). 
(2) f”(9,F) = f(9) for (9, 9’) in Q”. 
(3) 9A=(90,c?). 
(4) For each transition (9, a, p) in A, A” contains ((9, S’), a, (p, { FI FE S’, p E 
F))) for all (b#9’~3 and ((9,P)),a,(p,{F1FES,andpE F})). 
(5) F’==((9, S’)l(y, 3’)~ Q’ and S’#Q)}. 
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Let x’ be in 2”. Then it should be noticed that there is a one-to-one c&respondence 
between the computation trees of M on x and the computation treis of M” on X. 
Namely, for a computation tree T(M, X) of A4 on X, we associate it with a computa- 
tion tree T(M ‘, X) of W on x that begins with the root (qO, 0) and is created by 
expanding it according to the transitions corresponding those in T(M, x). Con- 
versely, for T( M ‘, x) we associate it with T( MS x) by replacing label (q, 9’) by q 
for each node. Let T( M, x) and T( M”, x) be the computation trees of M on x and 
M” on x corresponding to each other. For a run a! in T(M, x) we denote by cys the 
corresponding run in T(M”, x) and vice versa. We will show that the following two 
statements are equivalent: 
(6) For each run a! in T( M, x), there exists an F in 9 such that I(a 15 E 
(7) For each run (Y’ in T(M”, x), In F’. 
Let CY be 
and ayF be 
Then note that there exists an integer k, such that, for any k 2 k,, I(a) = {q,, 1 n 2 k}. 
Similarly, there exists an integer k, 2 k, such that I(&) = {(q,,, 9JI n 2 k} for all 
k 2 k, . Assume that (6) holds. If 9m = 0 for some m 2 k,, then 9’n = Q) for infinitely 
many n a k, . Since 9,,, = v) and I( cy) = {q,, 1 n 2 m} 5 F, we can see by the definition 
of A” that 9,,.,+, contains F. Therefore, again by the definition of A”, Sn contains 
F for all n > m. Hence 9’ # fl for all n > m. This is a cUntradiction. Therefore S,, f 0 
for all n 2 k, . Hence I@?) 5 F”. Conversely assume that I@“) s F”. Then by the 
definition of A ‘, S,, +, @,, and 9,+(bforall nak,. Since @n is finite, there exists 
an F such that F is in s,, for all n 3 k, . Hence qn is in F for all n a k, . Therefore 
I s F. Hence A4 and M” define the same set of w-words. 
Case (iii). C, : The same as case (i). 
Case (iv). C4: We define a simple ufa MT = f Q”,.f”, 2, A ‘, q& {F” j) as follows: 
(1) 0” =&A s’)lqE 099’ s 9, q is in F fbr all F in 9’). 
(2) f”(s, F)=f(q) for (q, P) in Qs. 
(3) s(” = (qo, So), where & = {F I q. E F, FE S}. 
(4) For each transition (q, b, p) in A, A’ contains ((q, 9’)) a, (p, {F I FE S’,, p E F})) 
for all 9’ 5 9. 
(5) F” ={(q, S’)l(q, 9’)~ Q’ with Y#P)}. 
In the same way as Case (ii) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
computation trees of M on x and the computation trees of M” on X. We use the 
same notations as in Case (ii). We will show the equivalence of the following two 
statements: # 
(6) For each run (Y in T(M, x) there exists an F in 9 such that O(u) s .E 
_. d (7) For each run cys in T( M”, x), O(oys) s F”. 
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Let cy be 
and a’ be 
(q,), 9,)) vi * (q,, S,)._L+ . a l $L!!+> (q,,, $-$2 l l l . 
Assume that O(a) = {q,] 1 n 2 0) s F for some F in 9. By definition, FE So and 
therefore FE 9,, for all n 2 0. Hence O(u”) s F’. Conversely assume that O(cu”) 5 F’. 
Since 3,, I E S,! and 9,, # fl for all n 2 0, there exists an F such that FE 8,, for all 
112 0. By the definition of A ‘, q,, E F for all n 2 0. Hence O(cu) 5 F. El 
5. Comparison with the nondeterministic classes 
In this section we determine the classes .Q!i, hence *all, for i = i, . . . ,4. 
Theorem 5.1. .c9, = A’, . 
Proof. The containment ..I‘, 5 ~1, is obvious. Let L. be an co-language in *dl and let 
.M = ( Q,_j; -V, J, qo, ( F}) be a simple c-J\~ which recognizes f. in the sense of C, . To 
show the containment s&s .I’, we construct a nondeterministic finite automaton 
!W which recognizes L in the sense of C,. Before describing n/f’ we need several 
preliminary notations and observations. Let s be in s“” and let T be a computation 
fret: 01‘ M on s. For a node u of T we denote by T(u) the subtree of T with root 
11. For f~ Zz 1, V( n, T) denotes the set of the nodes in level II. Given 112 1~12 1, we 
divide V( II, T) as follows: 
( I ) i(,( II, rrt. T) = {II 1 II is in V(n, T) and the path between II and the node in level 
VI does ntit hold any element in F}. 
(2) V,( II, nl, T) = V( n, T) - v,,( II, 171, T). 
V,,(n, m, T) = (1 means that all the paths between level 11 and level PII hold some 
elements in F: For 12  rn ‘2 1 we detine an equivalence relation R(n, 111, T) on V(n, T) 
bx uR(~z, IPI, T‘)tl if (3) and (4) hold. 
~3) Both 16 and 17 are in 5/0(r1, ~1, T) or both I( and P are in V,(q m, 7’). 
(4 11 ;md 17 hold the same label. 
Assume that M accepts s in the sense of C‘, . Then we show that there exist an 
accepting computation tree r and a sequence 0 I= I;,< I’~ <. m - < r,, c- . . - of integers 
satisfying (5) and (6). 
(5) I’,,,1 = min{m 1 1’11 ) I’,, and Vo(m, r,, + 1, T) = (1) for II 2 3. 
(6) For each H, IN with r,, -C m s r;, + , , if uR( m, r,, + 1, T)P, then the transitions 
tiken 31 I/ ltre the same as those at I-. 
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In order to show that such T and {I-~}~=~ exist, we define a sequence ( T,)zzO of 
accepting computation trees of A4 on X. We define T,, and r, inductively. Let V, = 0 
and TO be an arbitrary accepting computation tree of M on x. Assume tnat T, and 
r, are defined but T,+, and rm+i are not. Moreover assume that n 2 r, and 
V&l, r,,, + 1, T,)s I&(1, r,,, +I, T,,) for I> r,,,. Let C[u,], . . . , C[u& V(n +l, T,) be 
the equivalence classes of R(n + 1, r, + 1, T’), where Uj (j = 1, . . . , k) are their 
representative nodes in level n + I. Then, in T,, for each j (j = 1, . . . , k) we replace 
the subtree T,,(U) at u by Tn(uj) for all u in C[uj]. Let T,+, be the tree obtained by 
the above rep!zcement. Then notice that T,+, is an accepting computation tree of 
M on x. If V,-,(n + !, r,, +‘I, T,,)=& then we define r,+l = n + 1 else r,,,, is not yet 
defined. Since T,,, is an accepting computation tree, there exists an integer t > r,, 
such that V& r,,, + 1, 6 ,,,, )=@ By (3) and (4) we see that V,(Z, r, + 1, Tn,,) 5 
V,,( I, r,, + 1, 7;,) for all I! > r,, . Therefore, VO( 2, r,,, + 1, T,,,,) s &,(I, r,, + 1, T,,,,). Since 
U 1, I’“, + 1 9 T,,,, 1 = (3, r,,, + I will be eventually definsd. Then nott: that r, +, is defined 
io be min(ll I> r,, and V,,(I, r,,, + 1, T,)=8}. Hence {r~}‘;T_,j and { r,)X -() are defined. 
Then there exists a computation tree T such that T coincides with T, up to level 
?I for all II 2 0. Then, by the choice of { r,,}z_O, V,( r,, +, , r, + 1, T) = v) for all yi 2 0. 
Hence T is an accepting computation tree of M on x. Obviously, T and {I-~}‘;_.,, 
sa!isfy (5) and (6). 
We now Jescr&e the moves of M’. Let x = x1x2x3 m . . be in 2’“. If M accepts _Y 
in the sense of C,, then by thie above obse~ -;*zt!an there exist an accepting computation 
tree T and a sequence {r,},:‘;(, satisfying (5) and (6). M’ has two variables Q. and 
Q, that take subsets of Q as values. M’ on x simulates T level by level. In simulating 
the level II (r,,, < 11 s r,,, + I ) of T, M’ keeps the labels of the nodes in V@, r,, + 1, T) 
in Q, for i = 0, 1. Epp (3)-(6), M’ need not keep all the nodes in level n. Initially, if 
y. is in F, then QCj = 8 and Q1 = { 9()} else Q(, = { 9(,} and Q, = fl. Assume that, in level 
11, Qo = 0,) ‘“’ and Q, = Q’,“‘. In level )I + 1, variables Q. and Q, are changed in the 
, following way: 
/ (1) 0::’ # tj: For each universal state 9 in Qi,“’ and for each state p in d(9, x,,), 
I 
if p is in F, then p is put into Q, else into Q+ For each existential state 9 in Qr’, 
1 
M’ nondeterministically chooses a state p in J(9. x,,) and puts p into Q, if p is in 
F else into Q,,. For each universal stat? 9 in Q:“) all states in d(9, s,,) are put into 
1 Q, and, for each existential state 9 in Q:“), exactly one state is nondeterministically 
1 
chosen from J(9, .I,,) and is put into Q, . 
(2) Q:,“’ = ~1: In this case we say that R/I’ is in the reset mode. For each universal 
state q in Q\” and for each state p in J(9, x,,), if p is in F, then p is put into Qj 
else into Q{,. For each existential state 9 in Q’,“‘, a state p in $9, x,,) is nondeter- 
ministioally chosen and $1’ puts p into Q, if p is in F else into Q,). 
Then it should be noticed that M’ on x can pass the reset mode infinitely often. 
Conversely, if R/I’ on _Y can pass the reset mode infinitely often, then it is easily 
observed that there is an accepting computation tree of M on x in the sense of CI. 
Rj this observation, we define the set F’ of final states of M’ by the set of states in 
the reset mode. Then L is recognized by M’ in the sense of C‘, . /II 
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Theorem 5.2. .& = X3. 
Proof. For a simple qfti M, let M’ be the same simple qfh as the one constructed 
in Theorem 5.1. Then we can show in a similar way that M’ iecognites the same 
w-language as M irn the sense of C3. 0 
Theorem 5.3. s& = A;. 
Proof. Let M = ( Q, _f, - v, A, qo, {F)) be a simple q/h. A simple r?fh M’ that recognizes 
the same w-language as M in the sense of C4 moves as follows: M’ has a variable 
S which takes a subset of Q as a value. Assume that an input .x = .Y~x~s~ . . . is given. 
Initially M’ puts S = { 40). Assume that, at step II, S = S,,. S is updated as follows: 
For each UR~Y~ 0al state q in S,,, all states in il(q, s,,) are put into S and for each 
existential state q in S,,,, exactly one state in 49, x,,) is chosen and is put into S. 
The set F’ of final states of M’ is (Q’](/, f Q’s F}. Then it is easily observed thst 
i1/1 accepts _x in the sense of C., if and only if M’ accepts x in the se&! of C,. El 
Theorem 5.5. ‘4, = A&. 
Proof. We show that, for I_ g Y’, L is in .d, if and only if L= 2“” - L is in .A We 
first prove that L E A, implies & ~4,. Assume that L is in ,:3’, and let‘ M = 
t QJ 2’, J, y,,, { F)) be a simple q#il that recognizes L in the sense of C, . We show 
that t is in .+. By delinition, the following two statements are equivalent: 
( 1 ) .Y is in L. 
Then consider a simple i!fCI A? = (Q, .i , 2, A, q,), {F}), whrre.~((y) = crntl if./‘(q) = or; 
r(q) = or’ if.J(q) =I a&. Then notice that the following statement is equivalent to (2): 
(3) There exists a computation tree T( I!?, s) of h? on s such that, for any run (Y 
in r(U, s), I(tu)G F: 
Hence L is in .4,. The converse implication can be proved in the same way. By 
Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 5.4, .u’, is closed under complement. Thsretke by the 
shove equivalence we SW that A& - ,*I~. IS1 __ I
6. Concluding remarks 
En the definition of alternating tinite automat:1 we havz assumed that -Ity, 0) f 0 
ft3r each q in Q and each u in 2‘. In the literature [IO. P-I], the case allowing &(I. (1) = 0 
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has also been discussed. We call an ufa which allows the case A(q, a) = 8 a partial 
afa ; partial nfa and partial dfa can be defined similarly. Let Pgi:, PNi, P&i 
(i= 1 , . . . ,4) be the classes of o-languages recognized by partial dfa’s, partial nfa’s, 
partial ufa’s in the sense of Ci, respectively. It is not hard to show that the partial 
and nonpartial classes are equal under C,, C2 and C4 type acceptances for determinis- 
tic, nondeterministic and alternating cases. This can be shown by constructing a 
nonpartial finite auitomaton by adding a trapping state into which all undefined 
transitions crrme. For C3 type acceptance, 9~3~ and &N3 have been already deter- 
mined [ 191. To determine 9%&, first note that the class of o-languages recognized 
by simple partial ufa’s in the sense of C3 is equal to %s&. Then we can prove that 
6%& = %V3 by taking care of the undefined transitions in the construction of the 
nfu in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Table 2 summarizes the classes for partial finite automata on w-words. 
Table 2 a 
.m, G,R F,R G%FR FR 
2. \; R FIJ FE FR 
Ad, R R r:u <r FR 
-- 
’ G’IJFR ={f,nf,~f,cGR. L,E FR}. 
We have not examined the acceptances defined by the following conditions: 
(C?) l(a)c 2. 
In [ 191, the o-languages defined by deterministic finite automata under C5 and C, 
type acceptances were thoroughly studied. 
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